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Cross-linked block copolymers are used as adhesives in fiber-reinforced composite material
manufactures for automotive applications. Good adhesion between the polymer matrix and fibers in
the interphase region is required for the structural integrity of these materials. Experimental
evidence indicates that superior adhesion is obtained when phase segregation occurs between the
two matrix phase block copolymers. It is therefore desirable to predict the conditions under which
phase segregation is expected to occur. Configurational bias Monte Carlo simulations of
two-component, trifunctional block copolymer networks were carried out to investigate phase
segregation in these materials. The effects of four principal parameters on phase segregation were
examined: the weight fractions of the two components, the cross-link length, the connectivity of the
network, and the ratio of the square-well interactions. The molecular simulation results confirmed
trends observed in laboratory measurements. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1630792#

I. INTRODUCTION

Cross-linked polyurethanes find wide application in in-
dustry and pose an interesting challenge to the molecular
modeling community due to the high-density, highly cross-
linked polymers involved. Of special interest to the automo-
tive industry are polyurethane–glass interactions. Several
studies1–4 have demonstrated that good adhesion at the inter-
phase between the polyurethane and glass is essential to en-
sure overall structural integrity for various applications uti-
lizing these composite materials. Agrawal and Drzal5–7

synthesized polyurethanes from polycaprolactone-based tri-
ols and toluene diisocyanate, the so-called soft segment and
hard segment regions, respectively, using Macosko’s
terminology8 in reference to the low and high glass transition
temperatures of the soft and hard segment domains. By vary-
ing the weight ratio of triol to diisocyanate, and by using
triols of three different molecular weights, composite struc-
tures were produced that exhibited widely varying extents of
phase segregation. Specifically, variation of hard segment/
soft segment weight fraction allowed experimental investiga-
tion of the energetic effect of hydrogen bonding, while varia-
tion of the size of the triol constituent provided insight on the
effect of cross-link length. Transition temperatures obtained
from differential scanning calorimetry5 revealed that higher
hard segment content increased the degree of phase segrega-
tion in polyurethanes. Near-infrared spectroscopy and Fou-
rier transform infrared spectroscopy measurements were also
consistent with this finding. Tensile tests and Iosipescu shear
experiments5 further revealed that phase segregation is most

pronounced for polyurethanes that were prepared from high
molecular weight triols with high hard segment weight frac-
tions.

Angular-dependent x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
~ADXPS! measurements6 were conducted on polyurethanes
adhered to glass substrates. An interphase region was de-
tected between the glass substrate and polyurethane matrix.
The composition of this interphase region was found to de-
pend on the composition of the polyurethane matrix and the
extent of phase segregation within the matrix. Surface free
energies for the interphase region were calculated using the
method of Eberhardt9 with an additive function proposed by
Van Krevelen.10 Upon comparing these calculations with
data obtained from block-shear measurements,7 a linear rela-
tionship was discovered between the polar surface free en-
ergy and the strength of adhesion. The highest polar surface
free energies were observed in phase-separated polyure-
thanes in which phase segregation had caused butanediol and
butandediol-derived moieties to preferentially segregate to
the polyurethane surface. On the basis of this observation,
Agrawal and Drzal hypothesized that adhesion between the
polyurethane and the glass surface occurs by the formation
of hydrogen bonds within the butanediol-rich interphase re-
gion and the hydroxylated glass surface.7 Therefore, by in-
creasing the hard segment weight fraction, or by increasing
the molecular weight of the triol cross-linking component,
phase segregation in the polyurethane matrix can be in-
creased, thus strengthening adhesion between the polyure-
thane and glass substrate and improving the overall structural
integrity of composite materials manufactured from polyure-
thane reaction injection molding with a fibrous glass rein-
forcement additive.5–7

A number of different network simulation methods11–32

and theoretical models33–37 have been put forth to interpret
experimental measurements or predict the properties of block
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copolymer-derived networks. Binder11 reviews three types of
network constructs commonly used to model cross-linked
systems using molecular simulation. The first construct is a
randomly linked network12–19 created by cross linking an
equilibrated melt. This type of structure most closely corre-
sponds to radiation cross-linked or vulcanized polymers. The
second type of construct is an end-linked network, in which
an equilibrated monodisperse melt is kinetically cross linked
at the chain ends, either by defining a certain percentage of
chain ends as multifunctional sites which can bond with
more than two sites20–25 or by using cross linkers.26,27 In an
end-linked network, all the cross links and dangling chain
ends have the same length, whereas in a randomly linked
network there is a distribution of cross-link lengths and dan-
gling chain lengths.

The third, and most idealized, network construct is the
fully connected network28–30 in which there are no dangling
chain ends, in contrast to the random or end-linked struc-
tures. Fully connected networks have been used to study
simple networks28,29as well as gel swelling29,30by the inclu-
sion of solvent molecules in the polymer network. Lay
et al.15 conducted lattice-based bond-fluctuation Monte
Carlo simulations on fully connected networks consisting of
stochastically cross-linked diblock copolymers to investigate
structural behavior based upon A–B repulsion parameters.
Escobedo and de Pablo28–30carried out athermal and square-
well isothermal–isobaric Monte Carlo simulations of a fully
connected, defect-free continuum diamondlike network to in-
vestigate equation of state behavior and attractive interaction
effects on polymer packing fraction. Because of the difficul-
ties associated with equilibrating fully connected polymer
networks using conventional Monte Carlo methods,
Escobedo and de Pablo28–30 developed extended continuum
configurational bias~ECCB! Monte Carlo simulation meth-
ods involving cluster,30 hole,31 and slab32 sampling algo-
rithms to more efficiently sample the configuration space of
fully cross-linked networks with trifunctional or tetrafunc-
tional nodes. In general, simulations of fully connected net-
works have been limited to homopolymers, whereas simula-
tions of block copolymer structures have been confined to
randomly linked networks.

Flory–Huggins theory33 is the most commonly used the-
oretical model for describing the properties of polymer
blends.34 In Flory–Huggins theory, the Flory interaction pa-
rameterx describes the interaction energy between polymer
chains. This parameter has been used to estimate solubility
differences,10 which are known to be an important driving
force for phase segregation.11 Phase segregation occurs when
x exceeds a critical valuexC . The functions forx andxC in
Flory–Huggins theory are such that phase segregation occurs
when the solubility differences are large or when the polymer
chain length is large.

Agrawal and Drzal obtainedx values for polyurethane
block copolymers using a group contribution method.10 Be-
cause the Flory–Huggins model strictly applies only to poly-
mer blends, not cross-linked polymer networks, Agrawal and
Drzal referenced phase diagrams developed by Benoit and
Hadziioannou35 for multiblock copolymers to obtain esti-
mates forxC and thereby predict whether phase segregation

occurs in polyurethane matrices.6 Qualitative agreement was
obtained between the Flory–Huggins model predictions and
experimental results from differential scanning calorimetry.
Alternative modified Flory–Huggins theories, which model
phase segregation as a function of transition temperature
rather than polymer composition or structure, have been pro-
posed by de Gennes36 and Vargas and Barbosa.37

In this work, we present results from isobaric–
isothermal~NPT! Monte Carlo~MC! simulations of diblock,
trifunctional copolymer networks that mimic polyurethane
matrix structures. The objectives of the simulation study are
twofold. First, the effects of three principal structural param-
eters on the phase segregation behavior are investigated in a
systematic fashion. Second, the ability of the NPT MC simu-
lation approach to quantitatively predict phase segregation is
evaluated against experimental observations and Flory-based
theoretical calculations for polyurethane block copolymer
networks.

II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGY

MC simulations are based on importance sampling
schemes. The initial algorithm focused on small molecules,38

but Rosenbluth and Rosenbluth39 developed a method for
longer polymer configurations. Siepman and Frenkel40 ex-
panded this concept by introducing a configurational bias
Monte Carlo~CBMC! method to efficiently sample lattice-
based polymers. De Pablo, Laso, and Suter41 extended
CBMC to continuum modeling of polymers. CBMC involves
deletion of a fragment of a randomly selected polymer chain,
followed by regrowth of the deleted chain fragment, site by
site, into a new configuration. For polymer networks, re-
growth of the deleted chain must be carried out in a manner
that preserves the connectivity of the network; this is accom-
plished through the use of the crankshaft algorithm.42,43

Escobedo and de Pablo31 devised a method for thermal equil-
bration of networks, termed extended continuum configura-
tional bias~ECCB! Monte Carlo, in which an arbitrary chain
fragment, that may include trifunctional or tetrafunctional
nodal segments, can be deleted and regrown with chain re-
closure assured. For mechanical equilibration in the NPT en-
semble, the ‘‘slab’’ method32 is employed to sample the vol-
ume occupied by the polymer network, by arbitrarily
selecting a thin rectangular slab of the simulation cell, in-
creasing or decreasing its width, and then repositioning the
sites within the slab so as to satisfy connectivity restraints.
The simulation results reported in this work were all ob-
tained using ECCB MC simulation with the slab algorithm to
achieve rapid thermal and mechanical equilibration and sat-
isfactory sampling of the configurational phase space of the
block copolymer network structures.

The chains in the simulated networks are constructed of
rigid, freely jointed spherical monomer units or ‘‘segments.’’
Each monomer has a molecular weight of approximately
90 and is a united atom representation of a portion
of the diblock urethane copolymer. Each ‘‘soft segment’’
monomer in the internodal chains of the polyurethane
network corresponds to a butanediol chain extender
@HO–CH2– CH2– CH2– CH2– OH#, whereas each toluene
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diisocyanate@CH3(C6H3)(NCO)2# molecule in the urethane
copolymer is represented as an adjoining pair of ‘‘hard seg-
ment’’ monomer units.

The cross links in the simulated network are provided by
trifunctional star polymers of varying chain length, as shown
in Fig. 1. In the polyurethane block copolymer, these cross-
linking agents are polycaprolactone-based triols, referred to
by their trade name of Tone polymers. The Tone 301, Tone
305, and Tone 310 polymers have molecular weights of 300,
540, and 900, respectively, and are represented in the net-
work model as three soft segment~hydroxyl-containing!
chains connected to a single soft segment node. The sizes of
the Tone 301, 305, and 310 triols are roughly approximated
by using chain lengths of one, two, and three segments, re-
spectively, for the star polymer arms.

Two types of networks were simulated. The first is a
fully connected network, in which every Tone polymer nodal
segment is cross linked to three neighboring nodal segments,
and all cross links between nodes are the same length. A
fully connected network of this type can be constructed by
two methods. One approach is to assemble a diamond lattice
of tetrafunctional nodes with fully extended cross links of the
desired length, and delete one cross link for each pair of
nodes, yielding a trifunctional network with uniform

crosslinks. The disadvantage of this approach is that exten-
sive, and therefore computationally costly, mechanical
equilibration using slab moves is required to reduce the
simulation cell to a volume that is representative of the den-
sity of polyurethane. An alternative method for generating
the initial network structure that avoids this problem is to
connect a lattice of nodes using ECCB-type moves to con-
struct the cross-linking chains one segment at a time. The
nodal spacing on the lattice is selected so that the target
packing fraction for the network will be attained when all of
the cross links have been assembled. Three cross links are
then constructed for each node, using the ECCB algorithm to
successively add freely jointed hard spherical segments to
the growing chain so that closure of the cross link at the
destination node occurs when the final segment is added. The
hard segment weight fraction of the block copolymer net-
work can be adjusted as shown in Fig. 2 by varying the
number of hard segments in the bridging portion of the cross
link between the Tone polymer soft segment arms.

Table I shows the details of the fully cross-linked model
networks~Fxxx-xx! that were chosen for the simulations. In
the fully connected networks, all cross links were the same
length and contained the same number of hard and soft seg-

FIG. 1. Model soft segment structures for representation of cross-linking
triols in the polyurethane block copolymer. Soft segment chains of varying
length are appended to the trifunctional nodal segment in accordance with
the class of Tone polymer selected. FIG. 2. Selection of hard segment weight fraction in model block copolymer

network using hard segment chains of adjustable length to cross link trifunc-
tional Tone polymer units.

TABLE I. Summary description of model polyurethane networks. The network name encodes the Tone polymer type and the hard segment weight percentage
~HS %! selected for each network, with ‘‘F’’ denoting a fully connected network, ‘‘P’’ denoting a partially cross-linked network, and ‘‘H’’ and ‘‘R’’ denoting
fully connected networks with square-well ratios«ss /«hh of 1 and 10 instead of the default value of 0.1. Also reported are the total number of segmentsN;
the minimum, maximum, and mean lengths of the cross linksL; and, for partially cross-linked networks, the minimum, maximum, and mean lengths of the
dangling chainsD.

Network N Tone HS % «ss /«hh Lavg Lmin Lmax Davg Dmin Dmax

F301–50 1836 301 50 0.1 5 5 5 ¯ ¯ ¯

F301–65 2484 301 65 0.1 7 7 7 ¯ ¯ ¯

F305–17 1836 305 17 0.1 5 5 5 ¯ ¯ ¯

F305–50 928 305 50 0.1 9 9 9 ¯ ¯ ¯

F305–63 1216 305 63 0.1 12 12 12 ¯ ¯ ¯

F310–13 2484 310 13 0.1 7 7 7 ¯ ¯ ¯

F310–37 1024 310 37 0.1 10 10 10 ¯ ¯ ¯

F310–50 1312 310 50 0.1 13 13 13 ¯ ¯ ¯

P305–50 989 305 50 0.1 5.5 5 10 7.2 3 11
P310–38 1066 310 38 0.1 7.5 7 11 6.6 3 11
P310–50 1071 310 50 0.1 7.4 7 10 9.8 6 16
H310–50 1312 310 50 1 13 13 13 ¯ ¯ ¯

R310–50 1312 310 50 10 13 13 13 ¯ ¯ ¯
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ments. The cross-link length was defined by the selection of
the Tone polymer and the hard segment weight fraction. Spe-
cific model systems were constructed to facilitate compari-
son with experimental measurements of phase segregation in
polyurethanes with known hard segment weight fraction and
Tone polymer constituent.5–7

The second type of model network simulated was a par-
tially cross-linked block copolymer network in which some
of the nodal segments are cross linked to fewer than three
other nodes. In this network type, the chain length between
cross-linked nodes is also permitted to vary. To generate
model structures for partially cross-linked networks, nodal
segments were randomly distributed in the simulation cell,
and the ECCB algorithm was used to extend three chain
arms from each node, per the specifications of the Tone poly-
mer size selected for the particular network. Next, hard seg-
ments were randomly appended to the ends of randomly se-
lected chain arms. If two growing chain arms approached to
within one segment diameter of one another, the two chain
ends were repositioned so as to form a cross link between the
two nodes associated with the chain arms. Chain growth and
cross linking were then continued by sequentially adding
more hard segments, until the desired hard segment weight
fraction was achieved. The partially cross-linked networks
were constructed so as to ensure that each chain contained at
least one hard segment. The model networks~Pxxx-xx! ob-
tained from this network generation algorithm are summa-
rized in Table I, and contained nodes with fewer than three
cross links and a segment length distribution for both the
cross links and the dangling chains connected to only a
single node.

Segment pairwise interactions in the model networks
were simulated using the square-well potential

U~r i j !5`, r i j ,s

52« i j , s<r i j <ls

50, ls<r i j , ~1!

wherer i j is the distance between the centers of segmentsi
and j, s is the segment diameter,~l21!s is the square-well
width, and« i j is the square-well depth for the interaction of
segmentsi and j. Interactions between covalently bonded
segments and between second-nearest neighbors~i.e., two
segments that are bonded to a common third segment! on
polymer chains are excluded from the potential summation.
In this simulation study,l51.5 and the diameters of the hard
and soft segments are the same. For the diblock copolymer
network there are three different square-well depth param-
eters that describe the interaction energy between two hard
segments, two soft segments, and a hard and a soft segment.
In the case of the polyurethane system, the largest of the
three pairwise interaction terms is expected to be the hard
segment pair interaction, since it is the interactions of the
hard segments on neighboring cross links which leads to
phase segregation of polyurethane matrices.5 Therefore, the
potential in Eq.~1! is scaled with respect to the square-well
depth for hard segment pairs«hh to express the energy of the
system in a dimensionless form. In relation to the polyure-
thane block copolymer, the segment diameter and hard seg-

ment pair square-well depth can be estimated ass;5 Å and
«hh /kB;400 K, respectively, from comparison with square-
well parameters forn-butane and benzene, two significant
components of the carbon backbone of polyurethane.

For most of the networks modeled in Table I, the square-
well depth for interactions between pairs of soft segments
was assigned a value one-tenth of the hard segment pair
square-well depth; i.e.,«ss/«hh50.1. The Lorentz–Berthelot
mixing rule was invoked to assign the square-well depth of
the hard segment/soft segment pair interaction as the geo-
metric mean of the well depths for same segment pairs:«hs

5(«hh«ss)
1/2. For two of the networks listed in Table I, the

soft segment pair square-well depth was modified to examine
the effect of this parameter on the network structure. For the
homopolymer~H310–50!, «ss/«hh51 so that all segments
in this network are energetically indistinguishable from one
another. For network R310–50, the relative magnitudes of
the same segment square-well depths are reversed («ss/«hh

510) so that the soft segment pairs have the largest interac-
tion energy rather than the hard segment pairs.

For all of the model networks, isobaric–isothermal
Monte Carlo simulations were conducted using periodic
boundary conditions to simulate bulk behavior. As previ-
ously noted, ECCB and slab moves were used to equilibrate
the network from its initial configuration. No breaking of
bonds or formation of new bonds between segments was
permitted, and a constant bond distance ofs was maintained
between all covalently bonded segments. Otherwise, all seg-
ments, including nodes, were allowed to move as freely
jointed segments, and no lattice constraints were imposed.

The NPT MC simulations were run at 373 K and 1 atm,
corresponding to the temperature and pressure at which poly-
urethane curing is commonly performed.5 All systems were
initially equilibrated with a ratio of ECCB to slab~volume
sampling! moves of 1:1. As the packing fraction and poten-
tial energy of the system approached their equilibrium val-
ues, the ratio of ECCB moves to slab moves was gradually
increased to 10 000:1 to allow more efficient sampling of the
configuration space. Equilibration and statistical sampling of
a single model network typically required 1.53108 ECCB
moves and 33105 slab moves.

Configurational snapshots of equilibrated network struc-
tures were prepared usingIRIS Explorer visualization soft-
ware. While the snapshots provide a useful visual tool in
assessing whether phase segregation has occurred in a net-
work, a more quantitative measurement is desired to make
this determination. Radial distribution functions~RDFs!
serve this purpose. For polymer segments that interact with
spherical potentials~e.g., the square-well potential!, the RDF
characterizes the relative structure of the network that arises
due to correlation between pairs of segments. Values of the
radial distribution functiongi j (r )51 indicate no correlation
between segment typesi and j at a given distancer, whereas
if gi j (r ).1 then there is an enhanced probability of finding
the two segments separated by that distance, and ifgi j (r )
,1 the probability is decreased for that separation. For block
copolymer networks that phase segregate, one therefore ex-
pects that the RDFs for same segment pairs,ghh(r ) and
gss(r ), will exhibit peak values for separation distances cor-
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responding to the square-well interaction; i.e.,ghh(r ) and
gss(r ).1 for s<r<ls. Conversely, one anticipates that
unlike segments will be excluded from this separation dis-
tance:ghs(r ),1 for s<r<ls. RDFs were therefore com-
piled in bin increments of 0.05s using standard histogram
techniques44 for pairs of hard segments, pairs of soft seg-
ments, and hard segment/soft segment pairs, so that the ex-
tent of phase segregation in the network could be evaluated
by nonvisual means. Covalently bonded segments were ex-
cluded from the RDF compilations since these segments are
constrained to have a fixed separation distance ofs. For
brevity, the radial distribution functionsghh(r ), gss(r ), and
ghs(r ) are hereafter referred to as the hard–hard, soft–soft,
and hard–soft RDFs, respectively.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The set of model networks in Table I was selected so that
the hard segment weight fraction, cross-link length, and de-
gree of connectivity could be independently varied and their
effects evaluated on the phase segregation of the block co-
polymer network. A summary follows of the observed effect
of each of these structure parameters on the phase segrega-
tion behavior of the model polyurethane networks.

A. Hard segment weight fraction

The fractional hard segment content of the polymer net-
work was varied for the same Tone polymer~soft segment!
cross-linking agent in three sequences of fully cross-linked
model structures: F301–50/F301–65 for networks contain-
ing Tone 301; F305–17/F305–50/F305–63 for Tone 305

networks; and F310–13/F310–37/F310–50 for Tone 310
networks. Configurational snapshots of equilibrated struc-
tures for the Tone 310 network sequence are shown in Fig. 3.
From perusal of these snapshots it is evident that little asso-
ciation of hard segments occurs in network F310–13,
whereas sizable hard segment domains have established
within F310–50, the Tone 310 network with the highest hard
segment weight fraction. For F310–37, it is difficult to as-
certain from inspecting viewgraphs whether this network is
phase segregated. Hence, the RDFs for hard–hard, soft–soft,
and hard–soft segment pairs are consulted to make this de-
termination. The RDFs obtained for the three equilibrated
Tone 310 networks are shown in Figs. 4, 5 and 6, respec-
tively, for the 13, 37, and 50 weight percent hard segment
structures. There are several common features of the RDFs
irrespective of the segment pair type or network structural
parameters. Forr ,s, g(r )50 for all pair correlations due
to the hard sphere repulsion part of the square-well potential.
The cutoff of the attractive portion of the square-well poten-
tial at r 51.5s gives rise to discontinuities in the RDFs at
this separation distance as well. Finally, as required the
RDFs trend toward a value of unity at large separation dis-
tances, where segment pairs become structurally uncorre-
lated.

Closer inspection of the RDFs in the range of separation
distances corresponding to the square-well attraction (s<r
<1.5s) reveals distinctions between the hard–hard, soft–
soft, and hard–soft pair correlation functions as the hard seg-
ment fraction of the network is varied. For the network with
the low weight percentage of hard segments, F310–13, the

FIG. 3. Configurational snapshots of
equilibrated Tone 310 networks with
hard segment weight fractions of~a!
0.13; ~b! 0.37; and~c! 0.50. The light-
shaded spheres are the soft segments
of the block copolymer, and the dark-
shaded spheres are the hard segments.

FIG. 4. Radial distribution functions for segment pairs in network F310–13.FIG. 5. Radial distribution functions for segment pairs in network F310–37.
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RDFs for the three types of segment pairs are nearly indis-
tinguishable over this separation range, indicating that there
are no short-range structural correlations between same-
segment pairs and therefore no phase segregation. For net-
work F310–50, by contrast, the large peak inghh(r ) in the
square-well range confirms that this network is strongly
phase segregated into hard segment and soft segment do-
mains. The existence of the latter domains is indicated by the
deselection of unlike segment pairs in the square-well range
of the RDF; i.e.,ghs(r ),1 at short range. For the F310–37
network, the soft–soft and hard–soft RDFs are indistinguish-
able, so there is no observed preference for soft segments to
congregate with other soft segments. However, theghh(r )
correlation shows there is clearly a preference for hard seg-
ments on neighboring chains to form subdomains within the
structure. On the basis of the segment pair RDFs, it is there-
fore inconclusive whether this network can be classified as
phase segregated. One might reasonably adopt, as a condi-
tion of phase segregation, that both types of segments, hard
and soft, form same-segment subdomains. By this standard,
F310–37 would not be considered a phase-segregated net-
work.

The effect of the hard segment weight fraction was also
investigated for fully cross-linked networks constructed from
the Tone 301 and Tone 305 polymers. No phase segregation
was observed in either of the Tone 301 networks, F301–50

and F301–65. The RDFs and a configurational snapshot for
the F301–50 network are shown in Fig. 7; similar correlation
functions were obtained for F301–65. Sinceghs(r ) lies in-
termediate betweenghh(r ) and gss(r ) in the range of dis-
tances corresponding to the square-well attraction, these net-
works do not appear to be phase segregated. RDF analysis of
the three Tone 305 networks yielded similar results as for the
Tone 310 structures: for high hard segment weight percent-
ages~50% and 63%! the Tone 305 networks phase segre-
gated, while at low hard segment weight percentage~17%!
no phase segregation occurred. The RDFs for these networks
mirror the respective correlations presented as a function of
hard segment content for the Tone 310 networks in Figs.
4–6, and so for brevity the Tone 305 RDFs are not shown.

B. Crosslink length

In the preceding analysis of the effect of the hard seg-
ment weight fraction on phase segregation, the cross-link
length increased as the weight percentage of hard segments
increased within a Tone polymer family. In order to differen-
tiate between the effects of the cross-link length and the hard
segment content, another three sets of fully cross-linked
model structures were examined in which the chain arm
length of the Tone polymer used to cross link the network
was varied while the hard segment weight fraction was held
constant~or nearly constant!. These sequences are: F305–17/
F310–13 ~;15% hard segments by weight!; F301–50/
F305–50/F310–50~50% hard segments!; and F301–65/
F305–63~;64% hard segments!.

Configurational snapshots and RDFs for several of these
networks have been presented in Figs. 4–7 and do not re-
quire additional elaboration. It is observed from the simula-
tions that the propensity of the network to phase segregate
increases as the Tone polymer size increases. The F301–50
network, for example, does not phase segregate, whereas the
F305–50 and F310–50 networks are both definitively phase
segregated. Since all three of these networks are composed
of 50% hard segments, it is apparent that the hard segment
content is not the sole determinant of the phase segregation
behavior of the model networks. In the case of the 50% hard
segment networks, as the Tone polymer size is increased,
parity between the total number of hard segments and soft

FIG. 6. Radial distribution functions for segment pairs in network F310–50.

FIG. 7. Radial distribution functions
for segment pairs in network F301–
50. The inset shows a snapshot of the
equilibrated network structure.
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segments is maintained by extending the length of hard seg-
ment bridges that cross link the Tone polymer chain arms.
Hence, the total cross-link length from node to node in these
networks increases from five segments for the F301–50 net-
work, to 9 and 13 segments, respectively, for the F305–50
and F310–50 networks, even as the hard segment weight
fraction is held constant. For networks with short cross links,
the connectivity constraints are severe, and so there is lim-
ited opportunity for hard segments and soft segments to
phase segregate into separate domains. For networks with
longer cross links, steric hindrances are reduced and the
cross-linking chains can more freely configure themselves so
as to maximize their nonbonded energetic interactions with
segments on neighboring chains. For the fully connected net-
works studied, the critical cross-link length for phase segre-
gation appears to be about nine or ten segments, although
having cross links present of this size does not necessarily
guarantee that phase segregation will occur. For example, the
F305–50 network withL59 is unambiguously phase segre-
gated, whereas the F310–37 network withL510 does not
phase segregate. It is apparent that other factors, such as the
hard segment content and the square-well potential param-
eter values, also influence whether phase segregation occurs
in a given network structure. In general, however, it can be
concluded that sufficiently heterogeneous diblock copolymer
networks ~i.e., those that contain significant hard segment
content! will phase segregate to a greater extent as the Tone
polymer chain length is increased.

C. Connectivity

Three partially cross-linked networks were constructed
that have Tone polymer size and hard segment weight frac-
tions that are either identical or nearly the same as fully
connected networks in Table I. The partially cross-linked
structures, and their fully connected analogs, are P305–50/
F305–50; P310–38/F310–37; and P310–50/F310–50. By
comparing the equilibrated structures of the partially cross-
linked networks to their fully connected equivalents, the ef-
fect of connectivity on phase segregation can be assessed.
This is particularly important for any implications that are to
be drawn from the simulation results concerning the phase

segregation of polyurethane block copolymer networks,
since the process of reaction injection molding5 by which the
polyurethane matrices are formed likely yields partially cross
linked rather than fully interconnected network structures.

Figure 8 shows the segment pair RDFs and a configura-
tional snapshot of the equilibrated structure of network
P310–38. By virtue of its method of generation, the structure
of this network is more irregular than the fully connected
networks previously discussed, with polydispersity in the
lengths of both the cross-linking chains and the dangling
chain ends of P310–38~see Table I!. Phase segregation is
visually identifiable in the snapshot of Fig. 8, and the pair
correlation functions confirm that this segregation spans the
network. In comparing the RDFs of the partially cross-linked
network in Fig. 8 with the RDFs of the fully connected struc-
ture analog F310–37 in Fig. 5, it can be seen that the square-
well peak of the hard segment pair RDF is markedly en-
hanced in the partially cross-linked structure relative to the
fully connected network. Also, a slight but distinct increase
in gss(r ) relative toghs(r ) occurs in the square-well range
for network P310–38, whereas for F310–37 these same two
RDFs are nearly indistinguishable. If formation of soft seg-
ment domains as well as hard segment domains is a signa-
tory feature of network phase segregation, then this differ-
ence in the RDFs takes on added significance.

A large increase in phase segregation was also observed
in the P305–50 network relative to the F305–50 network,
and a modest increase in P310–50 relative to F310–50. Pre-
sumably, the dangling chain ends of the partially cross-linked
structures enable these networks to more freely sample the
available configuration space, and hence they more readily
form hard segment and soft segment subdomains. This leads
to increased phase segregation of partially cross-linked net-
works such as P310–38 relative to fully connected networks
like F310–37, even though the average cross-link length in
P310–38 is several segments shorter than in F310–37.
Lower connectivity is therefore seen to impart a greater like-
lihood of phase segregation in the model copolymer net-
works. This finding should be kept in mind in using molecu-
lar simulations to evaluate phase segregation of
polyurethanes, as the results from simulations of fully con-

FIG. 8. Radial distribution functions for segment pairs in network P310–38. The inset shows a snapshot of the equilibrated network structure.
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nected block copolymer networks are likely to underestimate
the extent of phase segregation that actually occurs in the
partially cross-linked polyurethane matrices.

D. Square-well ratio

The F310–50, H310–50, and R310–50 networks are
identical in all respects save for the magnitude of the square-
well depths for the hard segment pairs and soft segment
pairs. H310–50 is a homopolymer in which the hard segment
and soft segments are identified in name only, as the hard–
hard, soft–soft, and hard–soft pairwise interactions are ener-
getically indistinguishable. Predictably, no phase segregation
occurs in this network. The structure correlations for this
network are not shown, but the only notable feature of the
H310–50 RDFs is thatghh(r ) shows a slightly higher peak
in the square-well region than the other two pair correlation
functions. This difference is ascribed to the fact that the hard
segments on the bridging cross links have exactly two bond
constraints per segment, whereas the average number of
bond constraints per soft segment is slightly greater than two
due to the presence of the trifunctional soft segment nodes.
Thus, the hard segments have somewhat more freedom than
the soft segments, on average, to sample the configuration
space and maximize square-well interactions with neighbor-
ing segments. This effect is small, however, and a substan-
tive difference in energetic interactions between hard seg-
ment and soft segment pairs is required in order for the
model networks to phase segregate.

When the square well ratio«ss/«hh is inverted from 0.1
~for F310–50! to 10 ~for R310–50! for the Tone 310 poly-
mer with 50% hard segments, the network still phase segre-
gates. However, the nature of the phase segregation changes,
as one might expect. For the R310–50 network, the forma-
tion of soft segment domains is energetically most favored,
and so the square-well peak forgss(r ) for this network
greatly exceeds that forghh(r ). The RDFs~not shown! are
essentially the same as those shown in Fig. 6, with the hard–
hard and soft–soft RDFs interchanged and the hard–soft cor-
relation again deselected in the square-well region. The ef-
fect of the square-well ratio on the network structure can be
observed from inspection of Fig. 9, which shows selected
fragments of the equilibrated F301–50 and R301–50 net-
works with the nodal segments highlighted. For the network
with «ss/«hh50.1 @Fig. 9~a!#, the nodal segments are spaced
relatively far apart in order to accommodate formation of
hard segment domains, whereas for the network with
«ss/«hh510 @Fig. 9~b!#, nodal segment pairs are in close
contact so as maximize potential interactions between soft
segments on the Tone polymer chains. The structural differ-
ences of the F301–50, R301–50, and H301–50~homopoly-
mer! networks are neatly encapsulated in the node–node
RDFs reported in Fig. 10. Because the nodal segments are a
small subset of the total network of polymer segments, the
statistics for the RDFs in Fig. 10 are less well-developed
than in the previous RDFs shown. However, it can clearly be
confirmed from inspection of the RDFs that the square-well
ratio exerts a profound influence on the node–node correla-
tion, and by extension the phase segregation behavior of the
network itself. For square-well ratios that exceed unity, the

network structure forms around soft segment domains in the
vicinity of the nodes, while for«ss/«hh ratios less than unity,
hard segment domains in the bridging cross links dictate the
network structure.

E. Comparison to experimental polyurethane
networks

Table II summarizes the observed phase segregation be-
havior for the 13 model block copolymer networks described
in Table I. A comparison to differential scanning calorimetry
measurements of phase segregation in experimental polyure-
thane networks5 with Tone size and hard segment content
similar to those of the model networks is also presented in
Table II, along with previously reported Flory theory
predictions6 for phase segregation in these matrices. In some
cases the comparison of the simulation and experimental re-
sults is approximate, since the hard segment weight fractions
of the two networks do not precisely match. Nonetheless,
where such comparisons can be drawn, it can be seen that the
molecular simulation results accurately predict the phase
segregation outcome. For the case of Tone 310 polyurethane
with 38% hard segments, it should be noted that the phase

FIG. 9. Configurational snapshots of portions of the equilibrated~a!
F310–50 and~b! R310–50 networks showing effect of square-well ratio for
soft segment pairs and hard segment pairs on cross-link structure. The light-
and dark-shaded spheres in each snapshot are hard segments and soft seg-
ments, respectively. The unshaded spheres are the trifunctional nodal seg-
ments.

FIG. 10. Radial distribution functions for node pairs in networks F310–50
~squares!, H310–50~thin line!, and R310–50~thick line!.
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segregation observed in the experiment does not occur in the
fully connected model network F310–37, but it does occur in
the partially cross-linked network P310–38. The Flory
theory meanwhile correctly predicts the experimental out-
come in all but two of the test cases, with a third result~Tone
310, 48% hard segments! deemed inconclusive on account of
indeterminate experimental results.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

From configurational bias Monte Carlo simulation, it has
been established that phase segregration in diblock copoly-
mer networks with trifunctional cross-linking nodes is fa-
vored by the following conditions, in perceived decreasing
order of importance:~1! a large difference in the well depth
energiesess andehh for the interactions of soft segment pairs
and hard segment pairs;~2! longer cross-link length~e.g., a
high molecular weight Tone polymer constituent!; ~3! higher
hard segment weight fraction; and~4! lower connectivity
~i.e., partial rather than full cross linking of the network!.
The simulations confirm trends observed in experimental
measurements of phase segregation in which the Tone poly-
mer was substituted or the hard segment content was varied,
even though no attempt was made to fit the square-well po-
tential parameters of the model to experimental data. Further
refinements of the model by parameter fitting, or by using a
soft-sphere potential with flexible bonds and bond angle con-
straints, are therefore possible. Additionally, the cross-link
length and connectivity of the network may be more care-
fully tailored to experimental data to improve realism. In
conclusion, the model networks and configurational bias
Monte Carlo methods employed in this work can be used to
confidently predict the phase segregation behavior of poly-
urethanes and other block copolymer materials, given the
composition of the polymer constituents and the mode of
cross linking of the network.
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